
8th September                                                     8th September                                                     

Reflect triangle A in the x - axisReflect triangle A in the x - axis

Find the value of 5y + 3w

when y = 2   and  w = 38

Find the value of 5y + 3w

when y = 6   and  w = −4

Find the size of angle x

Make m the subject

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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9th September                                                     9th September                                                     

Simplify

4a + a

Simplify

5a + 2c + 4a − c

Rotate triangle ABC 90° anticlockwise about centre (0, 0)Rotate triangle ABC 90° anticlockwise about centre (0, 0)

The price of a TV is £260
In a sale the price is decreased by 20%

Work out the price of the TV in the sale.

The number of TVs sold increased from 
70 to 98

Work out the percentage increase.

Find the volume of the cylinder.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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15th September                                                     15th September                                                     

Find the size of y.

What type of triangle is shown?

Simplify

2 x 4y

Simplify

a x a x a

Reflect the triangle in the y-axis
Label the new triangle B.
Reflect the triangle in the y-axis
Label the new triangle B.

The cross-sectional area is 32cm².
Work out the volume of the prism.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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16th September                                                     16th September                                                     

Write two numbers on the cards 
that:
Add to give 12.
Multiply to give 32.

Write two numbers on the cards 
that:
Add to give 0.
Multiply to give −16.

What are the coordinates of D?

E is halfway between the coordinates 
A and B.

Write down the coordinates of E.

Find x

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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22nd September                                                     22nd September                                                     

List the first five prime numbers.
List the first five cube numbers.

Which letter has no lines of 
symmetry?

Which letter has order of rotational 
symmetry 2?

Solve   w + 8 = 20 Solve 2x + 1 = 41

Hannah is recording the number of 
letters in each word in an article.
These are the first ten lengths.

! 3! 4! 5! 6
! 2! 4! 3! 7
! 3! 6

Work out the median.

Calculate the mean. The 11th word has 4 letters.
Tick the box which describes what affect 
this will have on the mean.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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23rd September                                                     23rd September                                                     

Patterns are made of sticks
Complete the table for Pattern 4.

!

Expand! 3(2y - 1)

Simplify

In 2000 the population of a country was 
4,580,000
By 2015, the population had increased 
by 18%

Work out the population in 2015

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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29th September                                                     29th September                                                     

Draw all lines of symmetry on the 
regular hexagon.

What is the order of rotational symmetry 
of the regular hexagon?

Draw a shape with order of 
rotational symmetry 1.

Show that when you multiply two 
consecutive numbers that the 
answer is always even.

Try three different examples.

80 students visited the library over three 
days.

The two-way table shows some 
information about these students.

Complete the two-way table.

Simplify

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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30th September                                                     30th September                                                     

What is the perimeter of the shape?

What is 7.5314 to two decimal 
places?

There are 400 students in a 
student.
126 are male.

What percentage of the students 
are female?

Is time taken to complete a marathon 
discrete or continuous data?
! Tick a box.

! Give a reason for your answer.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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6th October                                                     6th October                                                     

What is the difference between the 
coldest and warmest temperature?

The shape below are drawn accuratelyThe shape below are drawn accurately

Does the rectangle or the triangle have 
the largest perimeter?

Does the rectangle or the triangle have 
the largest area?

Don says 
!
“the difference between two consecutive 
cube numbers is always odd.”

Is Don correct?
You must show your workings.

Simplify Simplify

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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7th October                                                     7th October                                                     

Decrease 18000 by 7%

Holly works out the answer to 
135.66 + 193.88 on a calculator.
Round her answer to one decimal place.

Complete the table of values for 
y = 2x + 1

Draw the graph of y = 2x + 1.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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13th October                                                     13th October                                                     

Julie is making some curtains. 
She has $100 to spend.
The material costs $14 per metre 
and she needs 8 metres.

Can Julie afford the material

Write down the coordinates of A

Write down the coordinates of B

Mrs Jenkins had 284 Christmas cards 
to post.
She posted 39 on Monday.
She posted 129 on Tuesday.
How many Christmas cards does she 
have left to post?

Find the area of the rectangle

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Numeracy
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14th October                                                     14th October                                                     

James has 86 marbles and Hannah 
has 95 marbles. How many marbles 
do they have altogether?

Draw a diameter on the circle

Draw an arc on the circle

A football team gets 3 points for a 
win, 1 point for a draw and 0 points 
for a loss.

Southampton have played 8 
matches and have 11 points.

Write down a way that Southampton 
could have been given 11 points.

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Numeracy
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20th October                                                     20th October                                                     

Shown is a equilateral triangle.
Each side is 2x + y

Find an expression for the perimeter of 
the triangle.

Fiona is playing a game.
She throws 8 balls at a target, one at a 
time.
Each hit is worth 5 points.
Each miss is worth −4 points.
Fiona hits the target with 2 of the balls 
and misses with the rest.

How many points does Fiona score?

Is AC a straight line?

What is the range of the temperatures?

What is the mean of the temperatures 
recorded?

The ratio of girls to boys in a class is 
2 : 3

What fraction of the class are girls?

What percentage of the class are boys?

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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21st October                                                     21st October                                                     

Reflect A in the y-axisReflect A in the y-axis

Work out the size of the angle marked y.
Give a reason for your answer.

The ratio of boys to girls in a school is 
4 : 5

There are 240 boys in the school.
How many students attend the school?

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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27th October                                                     27th October                                                     

4   5   5   5   6   6   7   8   9   9 

Find the range.

Write down the mode.

Find the median.

The input is the same as the output.

Find the input.

Expand! 2(3w - 5y) Expand! 2w(3w² - 5)

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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28th October                                                     28th October                                                     

William is y years old.

Eoin is four years older than 
William.

Write an expression for Eoinʼs age.

Three consecutive numbers have a 
sum of 21.

What are the three numbers?

Find the range.

Find the median.

James drives 164km.

It takes 2 hours 30 minutes.

Work out his speed.

Write down the nth term for this sequence

11   8   5   2   ...   ....

Name: ______________                                    5-a-day                                               Foundation
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November 3                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationNovember 3                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

Draw a frequency polygon for:

     

Write down the modal interval.

     

Rotate triangle A by 90° anticlockwise.

Label the image B.

Translate triangle A by

                                      

Label the image C.

Name: _________________________________      



November 4                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationNovember 4                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

Simplify

4w x 2w

Simplify

2a x 3c x a

Find a

Factorise 

8a + 10ac

Multiply out

7(3w − 9)

Write down the y-intercept.

Write down the equation of the line

Name: _________________________________      



November 10                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationNovember 10                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

Make w the subject of

y = 3w + a

Draw x = 4

Draw y = −2

Complete the table and draw the line
 x + y = 1

Calculate the length of AB

Name: _________________________________      



November 11                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationNovember 11                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

Jose has some counters.

20% are red.
½ are green.
The rest are blue.

There are 36 blue counters.
How many green counters are there?

Make u the subject of

v = u + 3t

3kg of tomatoes is £4.80

How much does 7kg cost?

How many sticks are in Pattern 
number 4?

How many sticks are in Pattern 6?

Write an expression for the number of 
sticks in Pattern number n.

 

Calculate the area of the trapezium

Name: _________________________________      



November 17                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationNovember 17                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

Calculate the surface area.

Simplify Simplify

Reflect the shaded shape in the line 
x = 2

Translate the shaded shape by 

Work out the mean.

Name: _________________________________      



November 18                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationNovember 18                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

Find y.

What is the reciprocal of 0.8?

Martin scored 7 in Test A and 5 in Test B.

Plot this point.

Describe the correlation shown.

Draw a line of best fit. David only sat Test A.

He scored 5.5

Use your line of best fit to predict 
his score in Test B.

Name: _________________________________      



November 24                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationNovember 24                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

The nth term of a sequence is 

7n + 1

Work out the first 5 terms

Solve

4w + 3 = 2w + 19

Calculate the mean

Reflect Q in the line y = xReflect Q in the line y = x

Name: _________________________________      



November 25                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationNovember 25                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

Factorise

35y + 45

Expand and simplify

(y + 4)(y - 3)

k is odd.

3k + 1

Tick the correct box

Find the length of AB

Calculate the volume of the cylinder.

Shown is a regular pentagon.

What is the size of each exterior angle?

Name: _________________________________      



December 1                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationDecember 1                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

Show how the trapezium tessellates.

Find y.

Give a reason for your answer.

Name: _________________________________      



December 2                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationDecember 2                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

Write down Pythagorasʼ Theorem Write down the formula for the area of a 
triangle

Draw y = 5

Draw y = 5 - x

Calculate the median What is the mode?

Name: _________________________________      



December 8                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationDecember 8                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

Show how the hexagon tessellates.

20% of a number is 4.

What is the number?

⅔ of a number is 12.

What is the number?

Find the size of x.

Samantha buys 24 stamps.

The ratio of second class to first class 
is 3:5.

How many second class stamps does 
Samantha have?

Karl buys 89 apples which cost 
21 pence each.

Estimate the total cost of the apple.

Name: _________________________________      



December 9                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationDecember 9                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

$1.50 = £1

A pairs of trousers costs £20.

Work out the cost in dollars.

In a 90 minute football match, a 
team had 65% of possession. 

How many minutes possession is 
this?

Calculate the estimate mean

A dice is rolled 20 times. The scores are below. Complete the table

2    2    1   5   5   6   3   2   3   4   1   1  6   4   1   5   1   1   4   1

A dice is rolled 20 times. The scores are below. Complete the table

2    2    1   5   5   6   3   2   3   4   1   1  6   4   1   5   1   1   4   1

Find AB

Name: _________________________________      



December 15                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationDecember 15                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

The nth term of a sequence is 
n² + 3

Write down the first three terms.

Find the nth term of

9   11   13   15   17   ...

What is the size of each interior angle of a 
regular pentagon.

Write 42 as a product of prime factors.

Find x.

Simplify

y⁶ x y²

Simplify

Name: _________________________________      



December 16                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationDecember 16                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

List the first 5 cube numbers. List the first 5 prime numbers.

Using your calculator, work out: Write out your entire calculator display.

Round your answer to 2 significant 
figures.

Write down the size of each angle

Find the volume of the prism.

Name: _________________________________      



December 22                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationDecember 22                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

Work out x

Work out w

Work out x

Work out y

A = 5w - 2y

Work out the value of w when 
A = 23 and y = 1

Write an expression for the perimeter of 
the triangle

The perimeter of the triangle is 
21cm.

Find a

Name: _________________________________      



December 23                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationDecember 23                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

Find the area of a circle with radius 
8cm.

Enlarge shape B by scale factor 2

Which angle is vertically opposite to h?

Which angle is alternate to e?

Write down the modal interval Calculate an estimate for the mean

Name: _________________________________      



December 29                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationDecember 29                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

Simplify

15:10

Simplify

35:20

Factorise

8y + 12w + 16s

The distance from A to C is 

 miles

What is the distance from B to C?

Expand and simplify

(y - 5)(y - 5)

Shown is a regular decagon.

Find the size of each interior angle

Name: _________________________________      



December 30                                         5-a-day                                        FoundationDecember 30                                         5-a-day                                        Foundation

Simplify Simplify

What is angle x?

What is the bearing of B from A? What is the bearing of A from B?

Write down the inequality shown aboveWrite down the inequality shown above

Find y

Name: _________________________________      


